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a b s t r a c t 

The recent technological evolution of drones along with the constantly growing maturity of its commer- 

cialization, has led to the emergence of novel drone-based applications within the field of wireless sensor 

networks for information collection purposes. In such settings, especially when deployed in outdoor en- 

vironments with limited external control, energy consumption and robustness are challenging problems 

for the system’s operation. In the present paper, a drone-assisted wireless sensor network is studied, the 

aim being to coordinate the routing of information (among the ground nodes and its propagation to the 

drone), investigating several drone trajectories or route shapes and examining their impact on informa- 

tion collection (the aim being to minimize transmissions and consequently, energy consumption). The 

main contribution lies on the proposed algorithms that coordinate the communication between (terres- 

trial) sensor nodes and the drone that may follow different route shapes. It is shown through simula- 

tions using soft random geometric graphs that the number of transmitted messages for each drone route 

shape depends on the rotational symmetry around the center of each shape. An interesting result is that 

the higher the order of symmetry, the lower the number of transmitted messages for data collection. 

Contrary, for those cases that the order of symmetry is the same, even for different route shapes, similar 

number of messages is transmitted. In addition to the simulation results, an experimental demonstra- 

tion, using spatial data from grit bin locations, further validates the proposed solution under real-world 

conditions, demonstrating the applicability of the proposed approach. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Modern network systems are characterized by large volumes

f data that call for novel and more efficient methods to gather,

rocess, disseminate, etc. the acquired information. This need be-

omes a necessity when it comes to instances like disaster and

ost-disaster management, area monitoring and surveillance, smart

griculture, and military applications, where networking and com-

unication infrastructures are a vital aspect, especially for Wire-
� Part of this work was originally published in the proceedings of the Third Inter- 

ational Balkan Conference on Communications and Networking (BalkanCom 2019), 

kopje, North Macedonia, June 10–12, 2019. 
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ess Sensor Networks (WSN) [1,2] . In such network environments,

nformation collection and dissemination are crucial mechanisms

nd they are closely related to the energy consumption and net-

ork lifetime [3] . 

The growth of the technologies related to unmanned aerial ve-

icles, most commonly known as drones , has led to their consid-

ration as potential assets in the direction of enhancing the dy-

amics of Internet of Things (IoT) and WSNs [4] , especially due

o their broad availability and continuously decreased cost. This is,

lso, valid for 5G mobile infrastructures [5] , where it is expected

hat reliable communication with efficient and effective connectiv-

ty for a massive number of devices, could benefit from the use

f drone-based systems. Due to their functionality and the degrees

f free movement, drones can enable line-of-sight links and im-

rove communication for many demanding applications. Therefore,

rones are increasingly and widely deployed as means of collecting

or disseminating) information [6,7] . 
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The launch of (relatively) cheap and easy to deploy drones is

expected to increase the dimensional space (by adding an extra de-

gree of freedom) of a network, covering scenarios where aerial as-

sistance may be vital. This is evident in WSN environments, where

metrics like the number of exchanged messages, distance, etc.,

are crucial for the system’s efficiency (e.g., reduced energy con-

sumption and lifetime elongation). The majority of recent works

discuss hybrid architectures and solutions that combine drones

with terrestrially deployed WSN nodes [4,7–9] . Drone-based sys-

tems are used for a variety of purposes, ranging from data col-

lection [10–14] , disaster recovery [15–17] , agriculture and environ-

ment monitoring [18–20] , disaster monitoring and response [21–

24] , patrolling and military tasks [25] , multimedia, etc. [15,26] . 

A challenging problem in drone-based WSN systems is related

to the discovery of appropriate drone routes, since drones are

characterized (due to current manufacturing procedures) by bat-

tery constraints, which limit their viability and efficiency regarding

real-world applications. Features like their shape size and geome-

try, flight time, and the number of turns are often connected with

energy consumption [27,28] , thus, also considered challenging is-

sues. In fact, some of them, like the geometry of predefined drone

routes, still have not been thoroughly explored in the considered

WSN environment. Studying the geometry of the route shapes that

correspond to the trajectory of a drone is one of the motivations

for this work. In particular, a WSN along with a drone as infor-

mation collector is considered here and given the geometry of the

various route shapes, various metrics like the number of exchanged

messages, the average hops, drone flight time, etc., are explored. 

Initially, an algorithm is proposed that groups nodes under a

simple, cost-effective approach. Next, different drone route shapes

(simple geometrical shapes of equal length) are examined along

with their impact on the network’s performance in terms of trans-

mitted messages. It is shown that the number of transmitted mes-

sages for each drone’s route shape depends on the rotational sym-

metry around the center of each shape. However, when the order

of rotational symmetry is the same, this leads to equal number of

messages being transmitted, even for different route shapes. This

holds also true for average distances among arbitrary and covered

nodes. It is derived that the circular route shape is the best among

the tested geometries, whereas the square is, also, good and close

to the circular in terms of transmitted messages. This research con-

jecture appears to be an interesting one, since it allows the study

of drone trajectories to be seen under a different light that should

be further investigated beyond the scope of current paper. Indica-

tive simulations, both based on synthetic and real data from the

city of Edinburgh [29] , validate the proposed algorithm’s operation.

The paper’s contribution is summarised as follows: (i) proposal

of a simple, cost-effective algorithm to organize ground nodes in a

drone-assisted WSN; (ii) study of the impact of drone route shapes

on the network’s performance (number of messages); (iii) identifi-

cation of a relation between the number of transmitted messages

and the rotational symmetry of each shape (i.e., the higher the or-

der of rotational symmetry, the lower the number of transmitted

messages); (iv) a key result that the circular route shape performs

best for the considered scenarios (the performance for square case

is close to that of the circle); and (v) validation of the algorithm’s

performance through simulations on synthetic and real-world data.

The paper is structured as follows: the main motivation is de-

scribed in Section 1 , whereas the related literature lies in Section 2 .

Section 3 includes all the needed definitions and model descrip-

tions regarding the underlying network, whereas the detailed al-

gorithm’s description is found in Section 4 . Simulation results are

presented in Section 5 , whilst Section 6 presents experimental

results based on real data. Finally, Section 7 concludes the pa-

per and draws guidelines regarding future potential work in the

field. 
. Past related work 

Drones, known as unmanned aerial vehicles, and their applica-

ion capabilities, either as passive nodes or base stations, have at-

racted an increasing research interest, giving rise to the so-called

ying ad hoc networks [30] . Bor-Yaliniz et al. [7] consider drones as

ase stations, that undertake duties related to data gathering and

issemination among the ground nodes, ultimately having in mind

he reduction of energy cost. The use of drones as base stations

n WSNs is also investigated by Hua et al. [31] , where appropriate

rone trajectories and their speed parameter are examined in or-

er to minimize the overall energy consumption of the underlying

cheme. 

A recent survey paper by Mozaffari et al. [32] presents a useful

verview of drone usage in wireless networking. In particular, cur-

ent specifications and capabilities of different types of drones are

iscussed, highlighting the applicability for each one of them in a

ariety of network environments, along with some state-of-the-art

pproaches from literature to tackle known problems, such as co-

rdination and route planning. An interesting overview of drone-

ased implementations in WSNs can be found in [33] by Jawhar

t al., where a structured categorization of drone routing algo-

ithms is provided. Moreover, Jawhar et al. [14] present an ele-

ant categorization of the node types that participate in integrated

rone and WSN systems, along with the various roles these nodes

ndertake (for example a drone as a base-station or as a sink node,

nd so on). 

Several works consider problems related to communication and

outing among drones [27,34–36] . These works deal with networks

ainly consisting of drones, like the recent work by Yanmaz et al.

37] , where the monitoring of a real site using a drone network is

escribed, using multiple drones simultaneously. In the work de-

cribed in this paper, the underlying scenario involves ground-to-

rone communication [4,6,9] , rather than inter-drone communica-

ion. 

The recent work of Liu et al. [24] is one of the most related to

he one presented here, at least as far as the underlying network-

ng environment is concerned. Their emphasis is on a post-disaster

cenario where the established telecommunication infrastructures

ave supposedly collapsed. They propose a device-to-device net-

orking scheme facilitated by the use of drones, exploiting the

act that these machines are ideal alternatives in such scenarios

e.g., flooded areas, building ruins, other obstacles, etc). Similar to

he multihop mode of this paper, each device communicates and

ends messages in a multihop manner. Note that the multihop

evice-to-device network of Liu et al. [24] assists in the area cov-

rage provided by the drone aiming to minimize the number of

ops, whereas the WSN nodes in their work have been assigned

he same role as in the present work. 

Sallouha et al. try to solve a similar problem (i.e., node localiza-

ion) in multi-drone-assisted networks, by exploiting the impact of

rones’ altitude on localization error levels [38] . Particularly, they

xploit the power of the received signal from ground nodes, in-

luding height-dependent path loss exponent and shadowing. The

utcome of this solution is the optimum drones’ flight altitude in

erms of minimal localization error in urban settings, which out-

erforms other approaches that use ground-based anchors. 

The advantage of using drones as base stations is also investi-

ated in a recent work by Karaman et al. [39] . Similarly to [38] , the

im of Karaman et al. is to localize nodes by exploiting a particle

lter method, producing some promising results to tackle nodes’

ocalization and tracking. It shares some similarities with the work

roposed here in terms of studying different drone trajectories. The

eported results show that under the same conditions, the circular

oute is better (as is the case for most of the results in the present

aper that follow). Unlike the present work, though, the focus was
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ot entirely on the route planning, thus some route shapes (like

quare, rhombus etc.) were not examined. 

Although this work is one of the first that discusses a hybrid

odel of employing a drone to collect/disseminate information in

 multihop terrestrial WSN, there are numerous works that con-

entrate on route planning and route geometries. The proposed al-

orithm in this paper shares a lot of similarities with the carrot

hasing algorithm described in [40] . The carrot chasing algorithm

ictates that a desired route is followed by introducing a virtual

arget point (VTP) to act as the “carrot”. The drone is then ordered

o chase the VTP, which in sequence can be used to model straight

r circular lines, as it is the case for the drone’s planned route

hapes described later in this work. It should, also, be mentioned

hat weather conditions and other phenomena may affect and dis-

urb a drone’s flight [41–43] . However, studying these parameters

s beyond the aim of this paper. 

A similar work with the one presented here is the one of Yang

t al. [9] . In particular, a drone-based data collection system is de-

cribed, their aim being reducing energy consumption, by design-

ng proper routes for the drone (studying circular and straight line

outes). Yang et al. approach the drone-based model using the two

forementioned drone trajectories (that require simple and easy

mplementation), whereas in this paper, additional route shapes

re studied. This differentiation is meaningful, since new results

re derived and alternative solutions might be proposed (for ex-

mple, the square route performing as good as the circular one).

oreover, Yang et al. aim at balancing two energy consumption

actors of a UAV (for communication and propulsion), whereas

ere, the second parameter is assumed to be fixed (in the sense

hat each drone route has strictly the same length). 

In the same manner, Wang et al. [6] address the problem of

ata collection using drones, aiming to plan efficient routes for

he drone, in order to minimize its flight distance. Similarly to the

ork presented here, the data collection model of Wang et al. con-

ists of a large-scale WSN where a terrestrial transportation is a

ifficult task. Contrary to the aforementioned paper, the problem

f path planning is not addressed here. Rather, the performance

nd effectiveness of a set of simple predefined routes are investi-

ated, thus the complexity cost of dynamically calculating routes is

voided, by balancing the node coverage of the underlying nodes

thus, part of the communication has to be done in a multihop

anner). 

Kothari et al. [44] offer an iterative, sub-optimal approach

ased on Rapidly-exploring Random Trees to guide a drone in real

ime, taking into consideration the inherited constraints of the

rone. Again, Kothari et al.’s attention is on dynamically calcu-

ating proper trajectories for the drone, taking into account var-

ous environmental characteristics and natural obstacles that af-

ect a drones performance. Some natural assumptions regarding

he drone’s capabilities and constraints, such as constant velocity

nd limited transmission range are also followed in their work (as

n the present one). On the other hand, collision avoidance is an

mportant characteristic for Kothari et al.’s approach, considering

lso the as smooth as possible drone trajectory. 

Besides implementing straight lines, the use of curved routes

s, also, found in the literature [45] . Straight lines and simple line-

ased trajectories like zigzag (known also as Bountrophedon path

46,47] ) are usually preferred due to their simple implementation

nd low complexity. Nevertheless, many studies promote the use

f curved lines as guide routes for drones, in order to increase cov-

rage [45] . Artamenko et al. [45] examine the advantage of using

urve-like versions of known trajectory routes by smoothing the

urns using the Bézier curve theory. The main advantage of using

ine-based methods, like zigzag, is that fewer and simpler turns are

equired for the drone, meaning that less energy is expected to be

onsumed [28] . The deployment of multiple drones for area cov-
ring purposes is proposed by Avellar et al. [48] , using zigzag-like

rajectories as a strategy for each drone. Unlike the work presented

ere, the number of drones varies and depends on some of the al-

orithm’s parameters. Alcarria et al. [49] summarize different types

f drones and the respected scenarios where they can be applied,

epending on the drone’s capabilities and the phenomenon that

as to be monitored. 

Unlike the proposed solution here that considers predefined

rajectories for the drone, da Silva and Nascimento [50] calculate

ppropriate sets of nodes that act as trajectory guide points for the

rone, with emphasis on reducing the overall distance of the cal-

ulated route. On the other hand, their work has a hybrid approach

o the data collection of the network, meaning that the terrestrial

odes operate in a multi-hop manner, similarly to the proposed

ethod here. Other works focus on the use of multiple (instead

f a single one) drones and the drawing of their associated routes

nder particular constraints [16,17,48,51–55] or even their efficient

lacement as base-stations [56] . For example, Zhong et al. propose

n optimization heuristic (by using integer linear programming) to

btain efficient drone routes in terms of flight time [16] . Malan-

rino et al., also, propose a heuristic based on integer linear pro-

ramming, stretching the fact that their drone-based system can

e applied to post-disaster scenarios [17] . 

Optimization techniques, like those based on Travelling Sales-

an Problem (TSP) variants, are also considered when it comes

o solving the route planning problem for data collection through

eans such as drones and mobile sinks [13,16,53,55,57–60] . Energy

fficiency in drone-based networks is achieved also by appropriate

llocation of resources, as discussed by Xiao et al. [13] . Chiaraviglio

t al. study drones that realize small cell connectivity (called UAV-

C) and they propose an optimization model to plan drone routes

n order to maximize energy gains, whereas they, also, investi-

ate the throughput in cases with or without UAV-SCs [59] . Simi-

arly, Hua et al. study energy efficiency and throughput of a drone-

ssisted cellular network by applying the block coordinate descent

ethod [60] . 

In this direction, Wu et al. examine a multi-drone network

here drones are employed to assist ground nodes [55] . They,

lso, use the block coordinate descent and unlike other similar

pproaches (as the one presented here), they examine aspects

eyond the drones trajectories, like user scheduling and associ-

tion and transmit power. In a recent work, a drone-based ap-

lication regarding urban video monitoring is proposed by Trotta

t al. [61] . Their rationale is based on an interesting and novel

oncept, namely they develop a mathematical framework to se-

ect the drones that will follow periodic recharging cycles by land-

ng on public transportation buses. For this purpose, they model

he drone scheduler as a multi-commodity flow problem, which

s then solved using mixed integer linear programming. Note that,

nlike the work presented here, their approach takes into account

hat the ground nodes that serve as recharging stations, are mo-

ile. 

Calculating the appropriate set of nodes to minimize the com-

unication overhead has attracted a lot of interest. Techniques

hat are based on the construction of dominating sets to enable

ata collection in an efficient manner [62–64] have, also, been pro-

osed. Here, where the extended work of [65] takes place, a dom-

nating set is not practically useful, since the drones routes are

lready defined, but the algorithm’s sketch stretches the calcula-

ion of the proper network’s nodes subset to facilitate the efficient

ommunication between ground nodes and the drone. Lastly, the

roposed algorithm is evaluated in a real-world dataset regarding

he placement of grit bins in the city of Edinburgh. Garbage collec-

ion and bin monitoring constitute problems with increasing im-

ortance as the global levels of urbanization tend to grow, espe-

ially in the frame of smart-cities and IoT applications [37,66–73] . 
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Fig. 1. Probability of connection for the SRGG model with r c = 0 . 100 . On the x - 

axis the distance between two nodes and on the y -axis the probability for these 

two nodes to be connected. It is observed that as the value of γ increases, the 

connection probability approximates that of RGG. 
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3. Network and problem definitions 

Due to their functionality and degrees of free movement,

drones are able to follow varying trajectories, even in 3-

dimensional spaces. For simplicity reasons, most works investigate

such issues in 2-dimensional spaces using the projected trace of

the drone’s passing, as it is the case in this work. 

Regarding the underlying network, nodes are assumed to be

uniformly distributed on a plain area sized [0 , . . . , 1] × [0 , . . . , 1]

(that is, a unit square). Let r be the euclidean distance between a

certain pair of nodes in the considered network area, r c be the

connectivity radius and δ1 the 1-hop neighbors of a node. The SRGG

model [74] is chosen as topology exemplar, which considers a con-

nectivity probability p ( r ) for any pair of nodes at euclidean distance

r , given by 

p(r) = e −(r/r c ) γ , (1)

where γ is a constant related to the particular environment. Thus,

any pair of nodes at distance r (given a connectivity radius r c ) is

connected with probability p ( r ). It is worth mentioning that for

large values of γ , e.g., γ → + ∞ , then if r ≤ r c , then p(r) = 1 and if

r > r c , then p(r) = 0 , thus, SRGG reduces to the well known deter-

ministic random geometric graph (RGG) model [75] . For instance,

for an open area, it has been shown that the best suited value is

γ = 2 [74] . Fig. 1 depicts p ( r ) for the case where r c = 0 . 100 and the

values for the parameter γ is 2, 4, 8 and 200. 

A sole drone is used for the proposed scenario, which is re-

sponsible for collecting data from the deployed WSN. The drone

moves above the ground nodes in a fixed altitude and its connec-

tivity radius (in order for a link between the drone and a terres-

trial sensor node to exist) is, also, fixed (nodes’ elevation is zero

and there are no obstacles preventing communication). Further-

more, it is assumed that the drone follows a predefined trajec-

tory or route in order to collect the information sensed by the

WSN nodes. Since the drone routes form a polygon in the general

case (see also Fig. 3 ), only the coordinates of its peak points are

necessary for the sensor nodes to derive the drones’ route. Thus,

nodes can deterministically calculate if they lie within the range of

the drone’s route. Limitations imposed by the drone’s construction

(e.g., battery capacity, etc.) affect the drone’s behavior (e.g., how

long it remains operational). This observation is an important fac-

tor to consider shorter routes over longer ones, when possible. 

The problem that this work tries to tackle is to find the appro-

priate single-drone routes for information collection from a terres-

trially deployed WSN. By appropriate routes , one declares the routes

of the smallest length and at the same time covering as many

terrestrial nodes as possible. The data input for each node is the

drone’s trajectory path coordinates. The output is each node’s in-
ormation for the appropriate neighbor to which it will forward the

ollected information until they reach the drone-sink. 

.1. The data collection model 

The task of the deployed drone-based WSN is for the drone to

ltimately gather data from each node, thus the drone acts as a

obile sink node. Each node is equipped with the necessary mod-

les, depending on the actual application (e.g., temperature and

umidity sensors for agriculture monitoring, etc.). The aim is to

orward and ultimately collect these sensed data in one or more

ink nodes. 

Regarding the formal description of the system model, the net-

ork consists of the following tuple 〈 N, Col, S, RM 〉 : 
• N = { n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n | N| } denotes the set of n terrestrial nodes that

communicate in a distributed, multihop manner. 

• Col = { grey,red,black } is the set of colors that label each node

according to the algorithm execution (as dictated by a coloring

function C ( n i ). 

• S = { arbitrary line , line crossing center , square , rhombus , eq . 

triangle , circle} represents the set of route shapes that a drone

can follow (see, also, Fig. 2 ). This set could be expanded to

include more variants, but for the purposes of this study, this

number is kept to 6. For each shape, a set of corresponding

coordinates is assumed. 

• RM = { r m 1 , r m 2 , . . . , r m | N| } denotes the set of min distances for

each node n i from the drone’s route. 

A covered area denotes the part of an open planar space that co-

ncides with the transmission range of a particular reference node.

n the case of a mobile node (like a drone), covered area refers

o the accumulative open planar space that is covered throughout

he complete trajectory of the mobile node. The nodes inside the

overed area are called covered nodes (to be referred later as black

odes as per the algorithm description). Covered nodes are able

o establish a direct communication with the reference node, thus

hey can send their sensed data to the sink (that acts as a ref-

rence node) without the intervention of any intermediate nodes.

ot covered nodes should instead follow a multi-hop procedure for

his task. 

.2. Symmetries 

If a geometric shape can be divided into two or more identical

ieces through a transformation, it is characterized as symmetric.

here are different types of geometric symmetry, depending on the

ype of transformation, the two most frequent being the reflection

ymmetry and the rotational symmetry [76] . Reflection symmetry

or line symmetry) is the particular type of symmetry associated

ith the reflection transformation, i.e., the shape remains the same

hen reflected across a line (for 2-dimensional shapes). Rotational

ymmetry, on the other hand, refers to the property of a shape,

hen being rotated a certain number of degrees around a point,

o look exactly the same as before the rotational transformation. 

The order of symmetry for a shape is expressed by using the

umber of distinct ways the shape can be reflected (for the reflec-

ion symmetry) or rotated (for the rotational symmetry). For the

atter, a rotational symmetry of order n means that a rotation of

he shape by an angle 2 π / n does not change the appearance of

he shape. In Fig. 2 , the symmetries for six different shapes are de-

icted (the reflection symmetry lines are drawn with dashed lines

nd the rotational pivot is shown at the center of each case). All

hapes have the same reference point as rotation point (at the cen-

er). 
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Fig. 2. Symmetries for six different shapes. The reflection symmetry lines are depicted with dashed lines and the rotational pivot for each shape is shown in the centre of 

each case (the same for all shapes). 

Fig. 3. Drone’s considered route shapes. It is assumed that drone’s initial and final transfer to the base-station do not affect the network’s functionality (e.g., by not operating 

until they reach a starting point of each shape). 
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. The proposed algorithm 

A novel algorithm is proposed here that forwards the sensed

or collected hereafter) data in a set of sensor nodes that are

ithin range (i.e., the communication radius) of the drone, that

ollows a predefined route. It is a distributed algorithm, in-
pired by the construction of minimum connected dominating sets

64] . 

All nodes in the network have a color variable initially “White”,

owever, by the time the proposed algorithm terminates, the net-

ork nodes are painted either “Grey”, “Red”, or “Black”. Each node

alculates the best fitted of its δ1 neighbors to forward the col-
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Algorithm 2 Nodes are on State 1 and calculate the proximity to 

the drone’s route. 

State 1 : The node does not have the nearest neighbor to drone 

route. 

1: while Not received r m 

from all δ1 (u ) do 

2: Wait 

3: rn m 

= The minimum r m 

of all δ1 (u ) 

4: if r m 

< rn m 

then � “This node has no direct route to a black 

node”

5: r m 

= ∞ 

6: r m 

→ δ1 (u ) 

7: else 

8: red = The nearest neighbor to drone route 

9: ′ OK 

′ → δ1 (u ) � “Sends OK message to δ1 (u ) that means it 

finished with commands in State 1 .”

10: Change State to 2 . 

Algorithm 3 Nodes discover their nearest neighbor to the drone’s 

route. 

State 2 : The node knows the nearest neighbor to drone route. 

1: while Not received “OK” message from all δ1 (u ) do 

2: Wait 

3: ′ RED 

′ → red � “Inform the nearest neighbor to drone route that 

is the red node for him”

4: if color = W hite then 

5: color = Grey 

6: The receiver of a “RED” message : 

7: if color � = Black then 

8: color = Red 

9: Append sender to Dominated list. 

10: Change State to 2 

State 2 : The node finished with the algorithm. 
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lected data and save it as its own “Red” node. At the end, each

“Grey” node will forward the collected data to its own “Red” node,

whereas each “Red” node collects data from all the dominated

nodes and forwards them to its own “Red” node that may have

color “Red” or “Black”. At the end of the procedure, all the col-

lected information has been gathered on the “Black” nodes and,

consequently, when the drone flies over, these nodes transmit the

information to the drone. 

A more mathematically rigorous description of the node’s col-

oring procedure is as follows. Let N = { n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n | N| } the set of

network’s nodes, rm i the node’s n i minimum distance from the

drone’s route, rnm i the minimum rm j : ∀ n j ∈ δ1 ( n i ), and C ( n i ) the

color of n i : 

(n i ) = 

{ 

’Black’ if rm i ≤ r c 
’Red’ if rm i > r c and ∃ n j : rnm j = n i 

’Grey’ in all other cases 
(2)

The above coloring scheme is the mechanism that helps to identify

the role of each node after the proposed method is concluded. 

In the beginning, all nodes are aware of the coordinates of a

number of points that are the start and the end points of the

line segments of the drone’s route and all of them are on State

0 . According to Algorithm 1 , each node on State 0 calculates the

Algorithm 1 Nodes are on State 0 and advertise their distance

from the drone’s route. 

Data : Start and End points of the line segments of the drone’s

route. 

State 0 : The state that all nodes begin with. 

color : the particular color of a node � Initially white

red : the nearest δ1 (u ) to the drone route � Initially None

1: r m 

: The minimum distance from the drone route. � “The node

computes the minimum distance from the drone’s route.”

2: r m 

→ δ1 (u ) � “The node sends the minimum distance to all

δ1 (u ) ”. 

3: if r m 

< r c then � “If r m 

is in communication range with the

drone’s route”

4: color = Black 

5: ′ OK 

′ → δ1 (u ) � “Sends OK message to δ1 (u ) that means it

finished”

6: Change State to 2 

7: else 

8: Change State to 1 

distance from the specific line segments of the drone’s route and

stores the minimum of them in r m 

. Then, it sends r m 

to all δ1 ( u ). If

r m 

is within the drone’s communication range in relation to the

drone’s route, it can transmit the collected data directly to the

drone when it passes over. In that case it changes the variable

color to “Black”, sends the ‘ OK ’ message to δ1 ( u ) (which means that

its part of the algorithm execution is terminated) and changes its

State to 2 . Contrary, if r m 

is not within the drone’s communication

range, the node changes its State to 1 . 

According to Algorithm 2 , each node on State 1 waits until it

receives the r m 

message from all δ1 ( u ). Then, it calculates the min-

imum of them and stores it as variable rn m 

. If its own distance

from drone’s route r m 

is smaller than rn m 

, then there is no other

neighbor node to forward the collected data, so in order to avoid a

dead end, it changes its r m 

to infinity and transmits the new value

of r m 

to all δ1 ( u ). Otherwise, it stores the node with the minimum

distance rn m 

to variable red and sends ‘ OK ’ message to δ1 ( u ). Even-

tually, it is no more at State 1 and has changed to State 2 . 

According to Algorithm 3 , each node on State 1 waits until

it receives an ‘ OK ’ message from all δ1 ( u ). Then, it transmits a

‘ RED ’ message to the node in variable red . If its color is “White”,

it changes it to “Grey”. Finally, it changes its State to 2 . 
The exact time a node receives a ‘ RED ’ message, it immediately

ppends the sender in a dominated list and if its color is other than

Black”, it changes to “Red” ( Algorithm 3 ). 

In summary, the proposed distributed algorithm uses the

rone’s route as input, while after its application, each and ev-

ry node is assigned a 1-hop neighbor node to forward the sensed

ata, along with the received data from other nodes in case it

ominates other neighbor nodes. By the time the drone is about to

egin its flight course, all sensed data are collected to the “Black”

odes that lie within the drone’s transmission range across its

oute. 

The proposed method implemented using Algorithms 1–3 has a

imple implementation. As a distributed procedure, it does not re-

uire global information, thus each node is aware of only its 1-hop

eighbors. Nodes are assumed to have acquired the drone route

oordinates, which is an easy task using a common broadcast pro-

ocol. Also, from the drone’s point of view, it only requires as an

nput the choice of the predefined route it will follow, thus no

nowledge on the actual WSN ground topology is needed at any

tage of the algorithms. 

Regarding the complexity of exchanged messages imposed by

he algorithms in order to organize the terrestrial nodes, each

ode sends at least δ1 ( u ) messages (not black nodes send their r m 

alue and black nodes send their ‘ OK ’ messages), thus O(nδ1 (u ))

essages are initially needed. Since each node expects to receive

 OK ’ messages from all δ1 ( u ), then on average another O(nδ1 (u ))

essages are needed, along with O(n ) ‘ RED ’ messages. Overall,

(n (2 δ1 (u ) + 1)) messages are expected to be transmitted. From

his analysis, it is concluded that the algorithm’s performance for

he nodes coordination is actually immune to the choice of the
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rone route, but rather it depends on the size of the network ( n )

nd the average number of 1-hop neighbors ( δ1 ( u )). 

. Simulation results 

For the purposes of the simulation scenarios presented in this

ection, it is assumed that the area in which the networks are

eployed is normalized to a square with sides equal to 1 (i.e., a

nit square). The number of network nodes is in all cases 10 0 0

nd the model used for the construction is SRGG (presented in

ection 3 ) with varying values for parameter γ = 2 , 4 , 8 , 200 that

uccessfully capture various environments (like urban, interior of

uildings, open areas etc.) [74,77] . The case of γ = 200 corre-

ponds to the construction of networks similar to those under the

GG model [75] . A program was developed in Python 3.7.3, using

he SciPy and NumPy libraries [78] . Randomness is generated by

he random number generator of Scipy (i.e., the Mersenne Twister

seudo-random number generator) using different seeds for each

un. Various scenarios are presented in each simulation that cor-

espond to networks with r c = 0 . 070 , 0 . 090 , 0 . 100 , 0 . 120 , 0 . 140 . As

 c increases, the denser the network becomes. When r c = 0 . 070 ,

he average number of δ1 = 14 . 476 , while for r c = 0 . 140 , the aver-

ge number of δ1 = 52 . 386 . Since the proposed algorithm is based

n the exchanged messages between 1-hop neighbors, it is obvious

hat the denser the network is, the more messages are transmitted.

It is important to calculate the appropriate trajectory shape of

he drone’s route in order for the proposed algorithm to collect

he sensor nodes’ data optimally, reducing the number of trans-

itted messages. The number of transmitted messages is closely

elated to energy consumption and eventually to the network’s

ifetime. Since drones have strict limits of flying capabilities the

oute’s length in all the following simulation scenarios is equal to

ne (the size of the normalized field’s side that is used), thus, the

otal length of the drone’s flight distance is the same for all con-

idered scenarios. 

Fig. 3 depicts the drone’s route shapes considered in the sim-

lation scenarios of this work. The first depicted route shape is a

traight line vertical to two sides of the field, that does not cross

he center point of the field. The second is, also, a straight line, ver-

ical to the same sides of the field, which passes from the center

f the WSN field. A rhombus, a equilateral triangle, a square and

 circle, all with perimeter equal to one, are also tested. For these

hapes, their center lies on the center of the WSN field. 

Ten networks are constructed according to the SRGG model

or each pair of values for r c and γ , thus 200 networks in to-

al. For each network, the proposed distributed algorithm runs on

ach node, in order to determine their nearest neighbor within

he drone’s route. The area covered directly by the drone (mean-

ng that no external node is required) is a projected strip with the

rone’s route in the middle of it and 2 r c wide. This is derived con-

idering the fact that a drone’s range is a r c -radius disk, thus, it

reates a cylindrical projection of diameter 2 r c and length one. As

uch, since in all scenarios presented here the drone’s route length

s equal to one, the area directly covered by the drone is ≈ 2 r c 
approximately due to the strip’s bends) and, consequently, the

umber of directly covered nodes (black nodes on the presented

lgorithm) is ≈ 2 Nr c . 

Fig. 4 depicts the mean values of the nodes that are di-

ectly covered from the drone for connectivity radius r c =
 . 090 , . . . , 0 . 140 for all the considered route shapes. The previ-

usly mentioned values for ≈ 2 Nr c are also depicted. Note that

he particular values that stem from the analysis, i.e., the vertical

ine routes and the circle routes, are almost equal. On the other

and the routes of square shape cover directly approximately 5%

ess nodes, whereas routes with rhombus and equilateral triangle

over approximately 10% less nodes. The discrepancy of the square,
hombus and equilateral triangle is expected due to the bends of

he covering strips of the drone’s routes. These differences have no

eal effect on the performance of the presented algorithm, as will

e shown later. 

The mean values of the transmitted messages under the pro-

osed algorithm are depicted in Fig. 5 . These messages are nec-

ssary to organize the drone-assisted terrestrial network and their

ransmission is an unavoidable task in every distributed method.

he number of the transmitted messages varies from 36.5 mes-

ages per node for sparse networks, to 145 for the denser ones.

his is expected, since during the execution of the proposed algo-

ithm, each node sends ≈ 2 messages to all its δ1 neighbors. 

Another interesting observation from Fig. 5 is that in all cases

he form of the curves is almost identical. More specifically, the

umber of transmitted messages is almost the same for all route

hapes, in all cases, and varies ≈ 10% for different values of pa-

ameter γ . The first observation confirms that the drone’s route

hape has no real effect on the algorithm’s performance, as men-

ioned earlier. The second demonstrates the fact that the best per-

ormance of the presented algorithm is for γ = 4 in all cases. This

s due to the effect of Eq. 1 on the construction of the network un-

er the SRGG model. This is attributed to the fact that for γ = 4 ,

he particular type of topology that is created, shares the advan-

ages of RGGs along with the existence of a few “longer” edges

etween some nodes, which ultimately decreases the average dis-

ance from black nodes. 

Parameter’s value γ = 2 , as can be observed in Fig. 1 , causes

odes that are located in distance r < r c (i.e., closer than the ac-

ual transmission range) to have relatively high probability not to

e connected and for nodes that are located in distance r > r c 
i.e., further than the actual transmission range) the probability for

he connection is not negligible, while for γ = 8 this probability

s much lower and for γ = 200 is almost zero. Parameter’s value

= 4 is in the middle and that enables nodes to be able to find

horter routes (with less hops) for their data to reach black nodes

i.e., that are directly covered by the drone). 

Fig. 6 depicts the number of transmitted messages required to

end the sensed data to the black nodes (that will eventually trans-

it them to the drone). This figure demonstrates the effectiveness

f the proposed algorithm, since the number of transmitted mes-

ages for the collection of the sensed data is significantly low. In

articular, it ranges from 5 messages per node on the extreme

ase of marginally connected networks (when r c = 0 . 070 , SRGG

odel’s parameter γ = 200 and a not symmetric line –“Vertical

ot sym” on the figure – as the drone’s route shape), to 0.9 mes-

ages per node on denser networks ( r c = 0 . 140 , SRGG model’s pa-

ameter γ = 2 and a circle as the drone’s route shape). It is worth

entioning that the value of 0.9 messages per node is due to the

act that a significant part of the network topology is directly cov-

red by the drone ( ≈ 28% black nodes) and most of the rest nodes

 ≈ 53%) are only 1-hop away from these black nodes, meaning

hat the majority of nodes are zero or one hop from the drone’s

overing area. 

Another interesting observation is that these networks, created

ccording to the SRGG model, require a lower number of messages

or the collection of the sensed data, as γ decreases. This holds

rue for every scenario and it is expected, since, as mentioned be-

ore, it is obvious from Fig. 1 that each node can have neighbors

n distance r > r c with higher probability when SRGG model’s γ
arameter has a lower value, and, thus, can reach the black nodes

ith fewer hops. 

Finally, it is easily observed from Fig. 6 that in all cases the

rone route shape of straight line not passing through the cen-

er of the WSN field (“Vertical not sym” on the figure), requires

he largest number of transmitted messages for the collection of

he sensed data. Next come, in terms of transmitted messages, the
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Fig. 4. Mean value of black nodes for various drone route shapes with length one, along with the analytic prediction. 

Fig. 5. Number of messages for networks with 10 0 0 nodes constructed using the SRGG model and r c = 0 . 070 , 0 . 090 , 0 . 100 , 0 . 120 , 0 . 140 . The x -axis corresponds to parameter 

γ and the y -axis to the number of transmitted messages of the proposed algorithm that are necessary to distributely organize the drone-assisted terrestrial network. 
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Fig. 6. Number of transmitted messages required to send the sensed data to the black nodes for networks with 10 0 0 nodes constructed using the SRGG model and r c = 

0 . 070 , 0 . 090 , 0 . 100 , 0 . 120 , 0 . 140 . The x -axis corresponds the model’s parameter γ and the y -axis to the number of transmitted messages of the proposed algorithm for each 

case. 
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ase of the vertical line shape (that crosses the center of the WSN

eld), and the cases of the rhombus and the equilateral triangle

that are located on the center of the WSN field), with all three of

hem requiring almost the same number of transmitted messages.

hese are followed by the shapes of square and circle that yield

he fewest number of needed messages. This is a key observation

iven the paper’s aim, i.e., to derive the drone route shapes that re-

uire the minimum number of transmitted messages, as discussed

ext. 

.1. Correlation of route shapes’ symmetries and messages 

The gap in the number of transmitted messages for different

hapes of the drone’s trajectories is obvious. An explanation for

his observation, consistent with all obtained data, is that the num-

er of transmitted messages for each drone’s route shape depends

n the rotational symmetry around the center of the WSN field for

ach shape. The fact that all the studied shapes have the same ro-
ational point (i.e., the center of the WSN field), is the reason to

onsider rotational over reflection symmetry for this conjecture. 

As already mentioned, the distance covered by the drone is the

ame for all scenarios. The higher the order of the rotational sym-

etry around the center of the WSN field for a given shape, the

ower the number of transmitted messages required for the collec-

ion of the sensed data. Therefore, the not symmetrical vertical line

as rotational symmetry of order one and it is the particular shape

hat yields the highest number of transmitted messages during the

ata collection process. Subsequently, the symmetric vertical line

nd the rhombus that both have rotational symmetry of order two,

ollow in terms of transmitted messages (which is the same in all

cenarios). The equilateral triangle, with rotational symmetry or-

er three (in the first two cases of sparse networks with r c = 0 . 070

nd 0.090 the results coincide with that of rotational symmetry of

rder two) is next, followed clearly by the square with rotational

ymmetry of order four and the circle with rotational symmetry of

rder the infinity. 
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Fig. 7. Location of 10 0 0 grit bins in Edinburgh, Scotland, retrieved from [29] (depicted in a normalized square [0 , . . . , 1] × [0 , . . . , 1] ). 

Table 1 

Mean distances from black nodes in terms of hops for networks con- 

structed under the SRGG model (with r c = 0 . 140 and γ = 2 ), for six dif- 

ferent shapes of drone routes. 

Shape Rotational Symmetry Order Mean Distance 

Vertical not sym. 1 1.29 

Vertical 2 0.99 

Rhombus 2 0.99 

Eq. Triangle 3 0.97 

Square 4 0.93 

Circle ∞ 0.91 
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This symmetrical relation is, also, present when considering av-

erage distances. In particular, Table 1 contains the mean distances

of every node from the black ones in number of hops (black nodes

are covered directly by the drone, thus their distance is 0 hops) for

networks with r c = 0 . 140 and γ = 2 , separately for every tested

drone’s route shape. It is proposed, when it is possible, that the

drone route shape of a circle, located on the center of the WSN

field, is the one to be preferred, since fewer messages are required

for data collection purposes. This result is closely tied to energy

efficiency, since a fewer number of transmissions leads to lower

energy consumption. It is clear that the circle route outperforms

the other drone routes shapes. Still, this interesting research con-

jecture, that came upon as a side effect of the proposed algorithm,

should be further investigated beyond the scope of present work. 

This observation can be summarized in the below formal con-

jecture. 

Conjecture 1 (Route shapes’ symmetries) . It is assumed that a

drone’s route follows a predefined geometrical shape, e.g., circle, lines,

square, and rhombus, which constitutes the drone’s route shape. It is

conjectured that the order of symmetry of the route shape is related to

the number of transmitted messages. Specifically, the higher the order

of symmetry, the lower the number of transmitted messages. 

6. The case study of edinburgh grit bins 

So far, the proposed algorithm was evaluated through exhaus-

tive simulation using artificial data points. In this section, a real-

world case study is used to further demonstrate the algorithm’s

functionality and performance. Particularly, the following scenario

has been designed to test the proposed method for information
issemination on wireless sensor networks using a drone. A city’s

rit bins are assumed to be equipped with wireless sensors that

ould be harnessed for various applications. Such applications gain

ore and more attention lately, especially in the area of smart

ities and IoT systems [37,66–72] . A drone is employed to collect

eriodically the available information. 

The implementation presented here is based on data about the

ocation of 10 0 0 grit bins in Edinburgh, Scotland, retrieved from

he City of Edinburgh Council [29] . These data contain spatial in-

ormation regarding the locations of these bins. On each point/bin

t is assumed that a wireless sensor is located. The nodes located

t far remote locations were excluded, leading to a total number of

80 bins. These 880 bins correspond to the nodes of a wireless net-

ork. The field is normalized to a square [0 , . . . , 1] × [0 , . . . , 1] . The

opology used is SRGG with parameter γ = 6 and connectivity ra-

ius r c = 0 . 140 . . . 0 . 170 . The connection radii are carefully chosen,

ince smaller radii result in not connected networks, while larger

esult in dense networks. 

It should be noted that a significant difference between these

etworks and the ones created in simulations, is that the spatial

istribution of the nodes in the former is not uniformed. This is a

atural consequence and derives from the fact that the morphol-

gy of the city roads and the overall density of the city center af-

ect the placement of the bins. It, also, emphasizes the need of us-

ng real-world datasets. 

Note that the bins (or nodes) are not uniformly distributed due

o the fact that the underlying topology is based on a real urban

oad network. Consequently, they are denser in the center of the

ity and sparser in the outskirts, and also the center of the city

remises does coincide with the center of the field (it is located

owards the bottom-right region of the field, see Fig. 7 ). 

The drone’s planned route shapes are the same as in Section 5 ,

.e., a vertical line that does not pass from the center of the under-

ying WSN field, a vertical line passing from the center of the WSN

eld, a rhombus, a square and a circle. All drone routes have length

f one (that is the size of the city of Edinburgh in the normalized

etting). 

Fig. 8 depicts the number of nodes directly covered by the

rone (i.e., the black nodes in the proposed algorithm) for con-

ectivity radius r c = 0 . 140 . . . 0 . 170 , for every drone’s planned route

hape. Because of the concentration of the majority of nodes

round the center of the underlying WSN field, the vertical line

ot passing from the center of the WSN field has in all cases a
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Fig. 8. Number of nodes covered directly by a drone (black nodes of the proposed algorithm) as a function of the connectivity radius r c for the various drone route shapes. 

The underlying network corresponds to the locations of 880 grit bins in Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Fig. 9. Number of messages under the proposed algorithm as a function of the connectivity radius r c for various drone’s route shapes. The underlying network corresponds 

to the locations of 880 grit bins in Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Fig. 10. Number of messages for data collection using a drone as a function of the connectivity radius r c for various drone’s route shapes. The underlying network corresponds 

to the locations of 880 grit bins in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
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significantly lower number of directly covered nodes compared to

those of the other considered shapes. This concentration of nodes

around the central region of the area is, also, the reason for the

reported low difference among all the other route shapes. 

Fig. 9 depicts the number of transmitted messages for the ex-

ecution of the proposed algorithm. The number of transmitted

messages is much higher (almost double) than the ones reported

during the simulations in the previous section. This is, again, at-

tributed to the fact that the network around the center of the city

is much denser than a simulated network with the same r c and

uniform distribution of the nodes in the field. It is worth mention-

ing that the proposed algorithm takes place once and the informa-

tion gathered can be used as long as the drone’s route remains the

same. 

Fig. 10 depicts the number of the transmitted messages needed

for the collection of the sensed data on the nodes that are able

to transmit them directly to the drone (i.e., the black nodes of

the proposed algorithm). For the aforementioned reason the ver-

tical line not passing from the center of the WSN field demands a

much higher number of transmitted messages in order to forward

the sensed data to the black nodes. For all the other drone route

shapes, the number of transmitted messages varies from 0.9 to 1.5

messages per node. Finally, similarly to Fig. 6 , it is obvious that

in all cases the number of transmitted messages follows the same

order regarding the route’s shape, although this time, the x -axis

corresponds to the connectivity radius r c , instead of the SRGG’s

parameter γ . This observation enlightens further the aforemen-

tioned conclusion that symmetry order of the drone’s route shape

is closely associated with the number of the transmitted messages

required for data collection from the deployed sensor nodes. As be-

fore, the circular and square route shapes provide the best perfor-

mance. 

7. Conclusions and future work 

The broad availability and the decreasing cost of drones have

made them ideal candidates to be used as leveraging factors in

a variety of networking environments. As such, drone-based wire-

less sensor networks have already been proposed. A novel drone-

assisted, distributed algorithm for data collection in a wireless sen-

sor network is proposed in this paper. A set of nodes that are

within the radius of a drone’s route is efficiently calculated us-

ing small number of messages. The proposed algorithm is sim-

ple to implement and it is shown to consume minimal network

resources in terms of messages. Various route shapes are exam-

ined for the drone trajectory, which are then evaluated through

simulation. Multiple scenarios are considered, along with exper-

imentation with real data from the grit bins’ placement in the

city of Edinburgh [29] . Since a cost function was not discussed in

this paper, an optimization-based approach with a mathematically

enhanced framework may reveal some interesting additional out-

comes, withe the hope that this work could act as an inspiration

and motivation to other researchers from different fields. Such ap-

proaches could illuminate aspects other than the ones discussed in

this paper, e.g., solution convergence, constrained-based modeling,

etc [79] . 

The results showed a variation on the number of generated

messages in relation with the drone’s route shape. The main out-

come of the study is that the circular trajectory yields the lowest

number of messages, with the square route being close. Since ev-

ery route has the same distance, it is conjectured that the order of

symmetry for each shape is responsible for the discrepancy among

each case. Future effort s will shed more light upon this symmetry

hypothesis, especially in the prism of alternative networking envi-

ronments, such as IoT and smart cities’ systems, environments with
xtreme conditions (e.g., for outdoor monitoring), nodes’ mobility,

tc. 
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